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team, establish the facts of the event and the relevant facts leading up to the event, and the

policies provide a framework for the decision making around the placement of the appliance and

a. Determine if there were any current faults with the appliance prior to the event and, if so, how

:



a Review the maintenance records and historical faults, over the lifeof the vehicle with a view

of seeing any patterns that could be helpful for future predictive maintenance.

5. Determining whether a material risk to health and safety arose during the incident.

6. Identify continuous improvement recommendations for consideration.

Revision status
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Investigation summary 

Summary of the event 

At 08.51hrs on Wednesday 2nd February 2022, NEWT225 (Type 5 Bronto F32 RLX heavy aerial registration 
FEY849) responded to a well involved residential structure fire at 91 Yule Street, Lyall Bay, Wellington, while 
enroute to Kilbirnie. NEWT221 and WELL211 pump appliances arrived at the location at 08.55hrs. On arrival 
at 08.56hrs the NEWT225 crew was immediately tasked by the Incident Controller to set up the aerial 
appliance to provide exposure protection for the dwelling next door (93 Yule Street). The Operator and 
Officer set the jack legs before the Operator raised the main boom to approximately 70 degrees. As the 
Operator attempted to extend the fly boom, he lost all power and was unable to undertake any further 
movements of any part of the aerial. The Operator and subsequently the aerial Officer undertook immediate 
fault-finding, attempting to use the diesel and electrical backup systems to regain movement. During this 
fault finding process an additional aerial appliance (THOR235) was called for, and a change in firefighting 
tactics was implemented, including the use of a ground monitor.  

After a period of approximately 10 minutes the battery backup activated allowing the Operator to slew the 
main boom towards the fire for the purposes of protecting the scene coupled with damping down activities. 
At this stage the Operator activated the start button and full functionality returned to the aerial appliance. 
Once the fire was extinguished to the point the aerial appliance was no longer required it was made up and 
taken to the service provider in Trentham for further analysis. 

Summary of investigation findings 

• A load cell intermittent failure caused the aerial appliance to stop working on 02/02/22. The investigation 
team found that due to the extensive safety features, sensors and computer control systems typical of 
this type of appliance, the fault proved challenging to diagnose.  

• The emergency stop activation had the effect of temporarily disabling the backup Hatz diesel and battery 
power systems as it is designed to do. It is unclear as to why the backup systems continued to remain 
deactivated. The emergency stop design includes an audible alarm, and a symbol on the control panel. 
Although we have no evidence to support this, one hypothesis is the emergency stop was not fully reset. 

• The Operator used the emergency stop (button) to ensure the appliance main engine was shut down 
before attempting to start up the Hatz diesel back-up. Enquires made by the investigation team of 
Operators in Wellington, Auckland, Christchurch and Dunedin suggest that this has become common 
practice in some locations, indicating inconsistent approaches to using the emergency stop (button) in 
different parts of the country. It should be noted that the Type 5 Bronto F32 RLX and F32 RLH Study Guide 
states that the start/stop button should be used to shut down the main engine before activating the Hatz. 

• The Operator and Officer involved have had more than 25 years’ experience in operating aerial 
appliances and have participated in all training and revalidations. The investigation found no reason to 
doubt their capability, competency or decision making under pressure. At no point was there an 
increased risk to safety because of Operator decision making, or the appliance fault. They were not 
concerned for their immediate safety due to the fact that a water supply to the aerial appliance had been 
established (it is able to deploy a ‘water curtain’ to protect the cage from heat and smoke if necessary) 
and the appliance had been appropriately placed to provide maximum operational effectiveness and 
safety. 

• The positioning of the aerial appliance on the incident ground was operationally sound based on the Type 
5 Bronto F32 RLX and F32 RLH Study Guide which states; that the appliance should be sited to “Ensure 
the safety of the appliance and aerial.” Exact positioning on the fire ground is determined by Operator 
and Officer expertise.  
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• The investigation team found that the current aerial fault logbook provided with the appliances does not 
allow for faults to be clearly defined, categorised, prioritised and rapidly communicated. It also does not 
encourage feedback between the Operators and the Service Providers. The investigation found 
document PMFT02  that details the process for determining the definitions and severity of faults and 
fault reporting for  appliances. It is not written as a national policy or procedure and it was found to be 
unknown at station level.  Regions and Districts (formerly Areas) have developed their own procedures 
in the absence of national level guidance.  

• Procedures developed at a District/station level including weekly inspections and checks for heavy aerial 
appliances are inconsistent across regions and may not be aligned to manufacturer and/or AFAC 
guidelines. It is possible that the common practice of using the emergency stop to ensure the main engine 
is off has developed in part through how weekly inspections and checks are conducted. The design and 
management of training and continuing professional development for aerial Operators is a complex and 
challenging task requiring on-going cooperation and collaboration between Service Delivery, Workforce 
Capability and Fleet, and including end users. 

Other observations 

• Safe@Work action management features are not being fully or consistently utilised. The system has the 
capability for actions to be created and managed as part of a Level 1 and 2 investigations. 

• At the time of the investigation, it is not known whether the load cell failure and the use of the emergency 
stop were interlinked in some way via the electronic and programmable systems of the Bronto F32 RLX.  

• The investigation team found that there is no consistent document control applied within the 
organisation as a whole. This can make it difficult to confirm document versions and ensure consistency. 

• The investigation team noted that although PMFT02 Repair and Maintenance of Vehicle Process 
(26/06/2018) exists, there is no process documented for the impounding of a vehicle due to an incident 
or injury that may be notifiable to WorkSafe.  

• A Level 2 investigation was completed in 2017 but, due to a change in software systems, the investigation 
team were not able to discover if any of the recommendations arising have been progressed or 
completed.   

• National Fleet consists of a team of six (plus seven Region Coordinators). The investigation team is 
concerned that this represents under-resourcing of a critical function within the organisation. 

• The use of heavy aerials to respond to this type of single-storey, residential fire has become standard 
practice in Wellington. The rationale for this includes tactical siting considerations taking into account 
Wellington’s steep and narrow streets, vehicle congestion and the ability a heavy aerial has to reach 
horizontally over obstacles. The strategy for procurement, placement and use of aerials across NZ has 
been under discussion since April 2020, with the aim of understanding how aerials are used and providing 
strategic guidance and policy moving forward.  

Summary of recommendations 

The investigation team has made the following recommendations, both immediate and for the longer-term.  

Immediate Recommendations: 

1. Re integration of FEY849 into full operational service (as detailed in Recommendation #1). 

2. Technical expert facilitated session on FEY849 Bronto F32 RLX operation (ideally undertaken 
concurrently with recommendation #1). 
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3. Develop and publish a national procedure for identification, assessment, and reporting of aerial faults. 

Continuous Improvement/Longer-term recommendations: 

4. Type 5/6 Aerial Training Review and Improve aerial Operator training and refresher training. 

5. Foster stronger collaboration between Fleet and Service Delivery. 

6. Trial a software-based system for recording and reporting on heavy aerial faults. 

7. Improve the recording, tracking and assurance of recommendation responses and any corrective actions 
associated with investigations. 

  



Methodology

This investigation has followed the Incident Cause Analysis Method (ICAM), as adapted by Workplace Health

and Safety Risk Specialists IMPAC.

Phase 1: Gathering and organising information

Phase 1 of the investigation involved gathering and organising information that may be relevant to the

incident and may assist in understanding and learning. The ‘PEEPO’ chart was used to visualise and organise

the information and to keep trackof (and guard against) potential bias towards preconceived conclusions.
The PEEPO chart enabled all members of the investigation team to have up-to-date oversight of the
information gathered, to pose questions, and to point out gaps in understanding that warranted further
information gathering activity.

EE

Complote -al categories represented?ep

Thorough - suficent
number of facts to satisfyforms of rfanco and level
of investigation?
Appropriate questionsasked and answered?

People

During phase 1, the investigation team intervieweda rang of peoplewho were directly involved in the event
under investigation, people vith practical operational experience and expertise in serial appliance
firefighting. People with knowledge of organisational management factors and historical factors, as well as.

engineering and maintenance subject matter experts were also interviewed. Union representation was

present a al times during al interviews. Interviews were conducted as small group discussions a: wll as
singularly. Interview audio was recorded with the consent of those involved. The NZPFU met with the crew

involved in the incident priorto the Level 2 investigation Team interviewingthecrewasper standard practice
to provide employment advice and support.
The aerial Operator and Officar involved in the incident undar investigation have each had more than 25
years" experience in operating aerial appliances and have participated inal training and revaldations. They
were able to adapt quickly and effectively under pressure when the aerial failed; changing their tactics and

commencing fault-fndingon the aerial and continuing to account forthe ir, the exposures, and the many
dynamics ofthe situation. The other Firefighters in attendance also worked professionally and efectively to
deal with the situation.
The lt of people approached for information, insight and expertise is included in the appendices. Many
others could have contributed, however the investigation team had to limit the scope of the investigation in
ordertostay within reasonable resource and time mits.

s



Equipment

On Wednesday 2 March 2022 the investigation team visited aeial appliance FEYB4S Bronto F32 RIX at
Trentham NZOF Bas and were able to operate the aerial through awiderangeof motion andtest multiple
functions.
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Roam
Figure 3 Wii examining the aerial unit, the cage auto-housing feature failed” and the foul was traced to a small sensor on the
boom, designed to ive the computer system position status information. Th photograph shows the sensor, which had likely gone.
outsideofits tolerancerange because of 1-2mm wear on the nylon sensor pick-up pate.

‘The investigation team noted that the Bronto F32 RLX is an impressive asset, with many interconnected
sensor, functions and safety features. It was notable that the effective functioning of such a large machine
could be reliant on 1mm of wear on a tiny plate. It underlined the complexity of the tasks of operation and
maintenanceof such equipment.
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Environment

The investigation team visited the siteofthe event; 91 Yule Street, Lyall Bay, Wellington. The street is wide
and flat, with timber construction houses set close together. Wind speed and direction on the dayofthe

incident was estimated to be northerly 30kmph.
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“The event was reported extensively in the local media and photographs as well as video footage is available

online. Members of thepublic and the media were present at the timeofthe event.
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Procedures

The investigation team considered a wide range of internal and external documents, records, procedures,

guidelines, standards, codes of practice,strategies and policies. A complete listofdocumentsconsidered and
referred to by the investigation team canbefound in the appendices.
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+ 05M Specialist Sil Type 5appliance.
+ DynamicRiskAssessment including the safe person concept.
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The following document provides limited high-level information on the operationof the appliance:
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Organisations 

The investigation team found that many organisations were involved in events and conditions leading up to 
the day of the event under review, as well as subsequent action.  

The organisations involved both directly and indirectly include: 

• Fire and Emergency New Zealand (FENZ). 

• Bronto Finland – Bronto is the manufacturer of the aerial component. 

• Access Specialties – Access is the New Zealand service agent for Bronto (Auckland based). 

• Lockheed Martin – Lockheed is the local FENZ contracted service provider. 

• New Zealand Professional Firefighters Union (NZPFU) - A registered Trade Union and a representative 
organisation for personnel employed by Fire and Emergency New Zealand.  

  



Phase 2: Developing the sequence of events and conditions

‘The investigation team used the information gathered to build a sequence of events includinga pre-incident,
incident and post-incident phase. Events are ‘happenings’; occurrences, decisions and actions tht tel the
story leading up to the event under investigation, the event itself, and what happened after the event.

Including conditions with a sequence of events can help those seeking to learn from an investigation to
understand whatit was ikefor those involved atthe timethatevents took place. Decisions and actions taken
by those involved in an incident are boundedbycontextual factors.A retrospective understanding of work
activities is not possible without careful consideration of the conditionsatthe time of events. This approach
is based on Event and Causal Factors Analysis’, a tool developed within the nuclear power industry.

‘The pre-incident phase was taken from the time (13/01/2010) the Type 5 Bronto F32 RLX FEY849 went into
service. The incident phase was taken to include the events of the response on the day (02/02/2022) to the
fire at 91 Yule Street. The post-incident phase was taken fromafterthe dayofthe incident up to the time of
the investigation commencing.

Conditions (also taken from the information gathered and organised in the PEEPO chart) at the time of the
events were added in an effort to understand the frames of reference, challenges, constraints, assumptions,
task conditions, environmental factors and so on. Any further gaps in understanding or in the logical
progression of events were identified and additional questions raised. This approach can help guard against
hindsight bias, as events are seen, and decisions understood in the contextof the conditionsatthe time.

Pre- Incident | Incident Post Incident
1 '
| |

-— - —- -
' '

What waste | Y
sequence of events? : :

' '
' |

Unsure? 4 '
Gather morea What were the 1 '

conditions atthe | '
-_— timeofthe event? 1 |

Figure 10A diagram showinghow on event and conditions chatcan be but.
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Phase 3: Framing the contributing factors to allow for organisational learning

“The IMPAC Incident Cause Analysis Method uses an adapted versionof the ‘Barrier Model’, developed by
James Reason, Jens Rasmussen and others as a way of using systems theory to model accidents and enable

learning and improvement at multiple levels within the organisation.
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Phase 4: Drafting the investigation report and developing recommendations and action plans

“The investigation report has been written with the multiple aims of providing a clear picture of how the

investigation was conducted, building a comprehensive narrativeofwhat happened and why, and creating a.

platform for learning and improvement.

Recommendations are both shorter and longer-term, and flow from the contributing organisational factors.ns
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Investigation findings 

Sequence of events (summary) 

Refer to appendix for the full sequence of events. 
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Pre-Incident 

13/01/2010 Bronto F32 RLX FEY849 goes into service 

20/06/2017 L2 Investigation due to auto-levelling fault on cage 

20/11/2019 L1 Investigation due to load cell and cage impact damage, load cell replaced 

20/09/2020 10-year major service 

21/12/2020 Appliance acceptance test in Auckland completed 

17/02/2021 Suspension issue noted 

15/03/2021 L1 investigation (#6709) engine labouring while deploying hydraulic jacks 

21/03/2021 Hydraulic leak and cracks noted in sub-frame, sent to Auckland & Hamilton 
for repair, delays due to Covid 

16/12/2021 Appliance back in service 

21/01/2022 L1 investigation resulting from cage loading sensor fault (#9185) 

25-27/01/2022 Cage load sensor recalibrated 

01/02/2022 Report of engine labouring while deploying all jacks simultaneously 
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Incident: Events of 02/02/2022 

08.00 approx. Shift handover at Newtown, decision made to take FEY849 to Kilbirnie to 
explore engine labouring issue 

08.40 approx. FEY849 departs Newtown for Kilbirnie 

08:48.34 FEY849 responded to fire at 91 Yule Street 

08.55 NEWT221 and WELL211 pump appliances arrived at 91 Yule Street 

08.56.39 FEY849 arrived at 91 Yule Street, NEWT225 crew was immediately tasked by 
the Incident Controller to set up the aerial appliance to provide exposure 
protection for the dwelling next door (93 Yule Street) 

08.59.26 FEY849 requested a base pump to supply water to aerial monitor (at time of 
call) 

09.00 approx. The Operator and Officer position the aerial and deploy the jack legs 

09.05.53 Message to FireCom: "Setting up aerial monitor for fire attack" 

09.06 approx. Operator raised the main boom to approximately 70 degrees 

09.06 approx. As the Operator attempted to extend the fly boom, they lost all power and 
was unable to undertake any further movements of any part of the aerial. 
The Operator and subsequently the aerial Officer undertook immediate 
fault-finding, attempting to use the diesel and electrical backup systems to 
regain movement. During this fault finding process an additional aerial 
appliance (THOR235) was called for, and a change in firefighting tactics was 
implemented, including the use of a ground monitor. During an emergency 
fault process the OIC and Operator will work concurrently on fault resolution 
coordinating their activities. They will communicate as they work as each 
alternate between fault resolution and providing feedback. The aerial has 
three control panels at the rear, the pulpit and in the cage; all equipped with 
an intercom system to enable communication 

09.13 Message to FireCom advising aerial not functioning and request for second 
aerial (THOR235) 

09: 31 THOR235 received a K28 (appliance no longer required, can return to station) 
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Post-incident 

08/02/2022 PIN and Cease Work Notice issued by a Health and Safety Representative on 
FEY849 

08/02/2022 Access Specialties and Fleet Representative complete further diagnostic 
work on FEY849, noting the load cell needs replacing 

14/02/2022 Fleet notified that a L2 investigation was proposed for the incident at 91 Yule 
Street 

25/02/2022 WorkSafe issue a letter to DCE requesting the PIN lodger to conduct further 
work with the PCBU with regard to the specific issue. 

02/03/2022 L2 investigation team undertook testing on FEY849, identifying a worn sensor 
block and replicating the engine labouring issue 

 

  



Causation analysis

Absent/failed defences

The control panel display on the Bronto RLX does not clearly indicate

status of power supply to the aerial unit (i.e., main engine, diesel Hatz

;



Individual/team actions

“This section provides analysis of the contribution of individuals and teams at the time of the event. The
analysis of individual/team actions atthe timeof the incident is done from the starting point of appreciating
and understanding, not blaming and defending.

p Description

‘The Operator used the emergency stop (button) to ensure the appliance main
‘engine was shut down before attempting to start up the Hatz diesel back-up.
Enquires by the investigation team to Operators in Wellington, Dunedin and
Christchurch suggests that this has become common practice. Auckland
‘Operators said they use the engine start stop button to stop the engine before

Knowledge using the Hatz. It should be noted that the Type 5 Bronto F32 RLX and F32 RLH
Study Guide states that the start/stop button should be employed before
activating the Hatz
The Bronto design intent for emergency stops is to stop all movementofthe
aerial and shut the truck engineoff in an emergency. This indicates a potential
gap between the designer’ intent and how the appliance is operated.

[ pr

Both Operators each have had more than 20 years’ experience in operating aerial
appliances and have participated in all training and revalidations. The
investigation found no reason to doubt their capability, competency or decision
making under pressure. At no point was there an increased risk to safety as a
result of the Operator decision making, or the appliance fault. The Operators
were not concerned for their immediate safety due to the fact that a water
supplyto the aerial appliance had been established.

[a [re

“The decision for positioningofthe aerial appliance on the incident ground was
‘operationally sound based on dynamic isk assessment and the Type 5 Bronto

Knowledge and skill | £32 RLX and F32 RLH Study Guide which states; that the appliance shouldbesited
to Ensure the safetyofthe appliance and arial” Ultimately, the positioning had
noadverse impact on the strategy and tactics deployed.

[ [—

“The decision to divert NEWT25S from ts journey to Kilbirnie to the Yule Strest
fire was made on the understanding thatthe engine labouring fault reported the

Knowledge and skill | night before innoway compromised the operational capabilityofthe aerial. The
OIC made the decision for the aerial to remain operational on 02/02/2022 based
‘on adynamic risk assessment.

E)



‘Task/environmental conditions

Factor Description

‘There were many other layers of defence which meant there was no uncontrolled risk
to Operator safety asa direct consequence of the aerial failure.
‘The use of heavy aerials to respond to this type of single-storey, residential fire has
become standard practice in Wellington. The rationale for this includes tactical siting.
considerations taking into account Wellington's steep and narrow strests, vehicle
congestion and the abilityaheavy aerial has to reach horizontallyover obstacles. The
strategy for use of aerials across NZ has been under discussion since April 2020, with
the aim of understanding how aerials are used and providing strategic guidance and
policy moving forward.

Heavy aerials are complex withmanysafetyfeatures, sensitiveelectronicsensors, and
computer control systems.

Task complexity | Both Operators have had more than 25 years’ experience in operating aerial
appliances and have participated in all training and revalidations. This expertise likely.
enhanced effective dynamic risk assessment, and contributed to the successful
‘outcomesofthe incident, despite challenging conditions and equipment failure.
Conditions at thetimewere very noisy]

The computer screens at the cage, pulpit and rear control positions are small and
difficult to read outdoors because of light reflections, even under overcast conditions.
“This can make it difficult to quickly see system status.

2



Organisational factors

[2 Lr

Maintenance management challenges exist with faut reporting and communication
between Fleet and Service Delivery (operational Firefighters). The current fault
logbook does not allow for faults to be clearly defined, categorised, prioritised and
rapidly communicated. It also does not encourage feedback between the Operators
and the Service Providers.
National and organisational guidance on how vehicle maintenance, fault reporting
and recording (e.8., PMFTO2 Repair and Maintenance of Vehicle Process) is not
consistently known, understood, or applied. The Yule Street incident has revealed
an important improvement opportunityfor FENZat anorganisationallevel~namely.
to improve how aerial faults are understood and reported by Service Delivery, and.
how Fleet define faults, communicate maintenance activity and operational
readiness of aerials.

Factor Lr

Procedures developed at a District/station level including weekly inspections and
checks for aerials are inconsistent across regions and may not be aligned to
manufacturer and/or AFAC guidelines.

eeosadures ‘The FL7 forms (daily/weekly checklists) currently located under ‘Bookshelf, are
titled ‘service checklist, contain terminology that creates confusion between Fleet
and Service Delivery (Operators). While much of the contentofthe FL7 documents
is correct, the design and layout of the documents is not optimised for the end
user/Operator.

Factor Description

Challenges with trust and transparency exist between partsof the organisation may.
lead to barriers to collaboration and effective communication.

Factor pr

‘The organisation and its constituent parts has multiple goals which include reducing
the incidence and consequenceoffre and other emergencies in the community, to
protect whatcommunities’ valueandtouse and maintainresources and assets most
effectively. These goals can become misaligned and ultimately a source of
frustration and conflict. The investigation team found that different parts of FENZ.

Incompatible goals| have perceptions of each other that they are pursuing goals in ways that are
incompatible. Specifically, how, when and where heavy aerials are used, the
maintenance and repair demands’ that usage create, and the resourcing and
‘managementofthis maintenance and repair. The investigation team alsofound that
somegood work is underwaytoaddress theseissuesand realigngoals~namelythe
national aerial strategy review andrecentcollaborative work fo aerial replacement.
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‘The design and managementof training and continuing professional development
for aerial Operators is a complex and challenging task. There are gaps in the
technical trainingofaerial Operators. Furthermore, the aerialsincrementally change

5 and improve over time, resulting in subtle but significant differences even within
raining ‘model numbers. The subject matter experts (in this case Bronto) are not NZ-based,

and more recently Covid has limited the ability of the SME to travel to NZ. A
procurement process for complex equipment such as aerials must considereffective
‘on-going technical training/upskilling and supportforOperators.

2%



Recommendations

Immediate/short-term recommendations

on
El ReintegrationofFEY849 into full operational service

Mike Moran,National Manager Fleet

EE Six weeks (30 September 2022) subject to Station Representatives’ availabilty.

a. The fault that caused the incident is found and rectified (cage load cell).

been recorded by Station Representatives) and a fault resolution strategy.

c. The completed appliance is carefully checked over, paying particular
Description: attentionto aerial sensorsto ensure they are working within manufacturers

functions of the emergency stop system are working to manufactures
specifications.

d. A new Cof to provide a 3” party road worthiness safety inspection,
operational acceptance and refresher trainingasrequired.

Recommendation 2

El Technical expert facilitated session on Bronto F32 RLX FEY849 operation

Mike Moran, National Manager Fleet

Ideally undertaken concurrently with Action 1, subject to COVID-19

Representatives by running a practical training session, with Bronto F32 RLX
Description: FEY849, provided by a Bronto technical expert. This will serve multiple

features of the Bronto F32 RLX FEY849, it will help to rebuild trust in the
appliance, and allow for specialist advice for operation and Operator checks.

Recommendation 3

rove|
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PMFTO2 Repair and Maintenanceof Vehicle Process (26/06/2018) exists and
can form the basis ofa policy and procedure for identification, assessment, and
reportingof faults. There must be clear description of how the fault logbook is
used, how faults are risk assessed and classified, and even the language used
to talk about faults’, ‘damage’, breakdowns. Tis should also be aligned with

Description: other parts ofthe organisation where reporting is required, as far a possible.
InApril2014 th then RegionFleet Coordinatorissuedadiagrammatical memo
detailing an instruction for how to capture Type 5faults utilising the display
screen on theaerial unit. This can beusedas abasis forreporting moving
forward.

EF)



Continuous Improvement/Longer-term recommendations

Recommendation 4

Type 5/6 Aerial Training Review and Improve aerial Operator training and
refresher training.

ll
Review and improve the Type 5/6 aerial training programme to include an
advanced practical training course providedby a Bronto tachnical expert. This
wil help serial Trainers to have a more in-depth understanding of the

Description: underlying design features and the differences batween FENZ appliances.
National Training (withtheassistanceof leet asrequired) andaerialappliance
Trainers should collaborate to improve the content and frequency of the

trainingprovided toaerial Operators.

Recommendation 5

[te:  Trosterstronger collaboration between Fleet and Service Delivery.
Bruce Stubbs, Region Manager and Mike Moran, National Manager Fleet

There needs to be a concerted effort by both National Fleet and Service
Deliverytowork more collaboratively on national aerial applianceissues when
they arise. The current Aerial Appliance Strategy has begun to mend this

Description: relationship by bringing key Stakeholders together in a more cohesive and
collaborative approach. That being said thereneedsto be more transparency
‘and good faith engagement from both Fleet and Service Delivery (end users)
with an intent to successfully resolve issuesasthey arise.

Recommendation 6

[ree]“Trial asoftware-based system forrecordingand reporting onheavyaerial fauts

sponsible: | Mike Moran, National Manager Fleet

The current paper-based system has limitations for both Operators and the
service provider. Maintenance management systems such as Zendesk present

— many opportunities for improving the quality and speed of communication
description: between the end user and the service provider. This system is in use in other

sectorsof FENZ, havingacommon system makesiteasierfor the enduserto
navigate and use.

2



Recommendation 7

[ree]‘Action management and resourcing of Level 2 investigation recommendations

vere resonates | sce Sass, Region Manager na IRR, Mavs set Hath And
sponse: | nang

Fire an Emergency New Zeid shoud revi how € manages and resources
the completion of recommendations from past Level 2 Investigations. This

Description: investigation has raised questions over the ownership and implementation of
recommendations between directorates, andthe levelofinter-organisational co-parton.

P)
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Notable findings which did not directly contribute to the incident 

Safe@Work action management features are not being fully or consistently utilised. The system has the 
capability for actions to be created and managed as part of a Level 1 investigation.  

At the time of the investigation, it is not known whether the load cell failure and the emergency stop use 
were interlinked in some way via the electronic and programmable systems of the Bronto F32 RLX. 

The investigation team found that most of the documents referred to by the investigation team did not have 
consistent document control applied. This can make it difficult to confirm versions and ensure consistency. 

The investigation team noted that although PMFT02 Repair and Maintenance of Vehicle Process 
(26/06/2018) exists there is no process documented for the impounding of a vehicle due to an incident or 
injury that may be notifiable to WorkSafe. 

 

  



Appendices

Witness interviews

The names of the people who witnessed the event and were interviewed a part ofthe investigation:

1I ——

1J—

1J—

1I
1I

1
1I

1I

1 I
1 I

1I
1I
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Detailed Sequence of Events and Conditions 

Pre-incident: 

1. 13/01/2010: FEY849 goes into service. The newly procured Bronto 32m RLX aerial fitted to a Mercedes 
chassis goes into service in Wellington Area with the callsign Wellington 215 (WELL215). 

The Bronto F32 RLX unit fitted to FEY849 is the 32nd of this model ever built by Bronto globally. The RLX 
currently in use in Auckland is the 83rd RLX built. We have confirmed that Bronto make incremental design 
improvements to the RLX over time. An example of this is that the Auckland-based RLX Boom to cage 
transition ladder controls are integrated into the both the cage and pulpit operating stations. The 
Newtown Bronto F32 RLX has separate controls for the same component in the cage (controls were retro 
fitted at the pulpit station at a later date). It is a complicated machine with many back-up and safety 
systems and features. The investigation team had first-hand experience of how very small issues can 
result in designed safety features preventing normal operation. Ref. Auto-housing system disabled by 
the computer control system due to sensor pad wear of only a few millimetres, noted during site visit to 
Trentham, 02/03/2022. 

From 2011, the Senior Station Officer at Newtown developed an innovative approach to aerial tactics, in 
part influenced by overseas learning opportunities, and in part by the geography (steep hills), building 
types (older timber buildings, single storey, close together) and access constraints (narrow winding streets 
with many parked vehicles). Aerials were, and still are, sent to single storey building fires, for their ability 
to reach horizontally, over obstructions, and deliver greater volumes of water to protect exposures and 
attack fires to extinguish them rapidly. This may explain in part the varying perceptions and opinions on 
what aerials are used for, and should be used for, in different regions, and by different groups within the 
organisation as a whole. 

2. 2013: FEY849 (WELL215) moved to Newtown station with the callsign Newtown 225 (NEWT225) during 
the refurbishment of Wellington station. This aerial appliance was temporarily moved to Newtown fire 
station while earthquake strengthening, and the refurbishment of Wellington fire station was 
undertaken. 

3. 01/04/2014: A diagrammatical Type 5 fault reporting instruction issued to Area 16 by Region Fleet 
Coordinator. 

There is a gap between how Fleet see and define 'faults' and how 'faults’ are seen and therefore reported 
by Operations. For example, aerials are designed with numerous sensors which are connected to their 
computer control systems, Bronto systems are monitoring all the sensors/signals constantly and will 
prevent the aerial getting into an unsafe situation. When the system prevents the Operator going into 
unsafe territory and stops the boom movements then Fleet do not consider that a fault. However, if a 
sensor is out of adjustment i.e., 'not sending the correct information' Fleet would consider this a fault. The 
investigation did not find a National Policy and Procedure that defines fault types or details the process 
for determining the severity of faults and fault reporting for aerial appliances. 

4. 2015: Due to space constraints during the Newtown Fire Station rebuild, FEY849 (NEWT225) is relocated 
to Wellington fire station.  

5. 2016: FEY849 permanently located at Newtown fire station and put on PDA/ beat list for the South coast 
areas. This appliance is strategically moved from Wellington fire station, and the PDA and beat lists are 
modified to reflect this. It is also added to structure fires along the South coast area. 

6. 20/06/2017: Following an incident where the auto levelling on the cage of FEY849 failed, a Level 2 
Investigation was conducted, and seven corrective actions recommended. The corrective actions were 
recorded in a now defunct system (AERIK). As a result, the CAPs could not be recorded or assigned, so 
ultimately, we have no way of tracking whether these were completed or not.  



7. 20/11/2019:A Level 1 investigation (#2409) wasconducted afterthecage and subsequentlythe load cell

was damaged on FEY849. The report concluded; “the damagewascaused by thecagestrikingthe jackee ehuseSra ermvierereee ere
configuration, or, had no adequate observation by themselves or a designated Observer to avoid theTao
was lodged on 12/12/2019. The cage was repaired, and the load cell replaced under insurance. Therepn

8. 20/09/2020: FEY849 was sent to Access Specialties, Auckland for the scheduled 10-year major service.

A 10-yearmajorservice is recommended by WorkSafe (Best Practice Guidelines, Mobile Elevating Work

Platforms, 2014)howeverfire appliances areexcludedfrom the scope of these Guidelines. The AS/NZS
2550-10 standard includes an exemption for Fire services from the 10-year major service requirement.eere

9. 03/12/2020: Postmajorservice QA completed at Access Specialties, Auckland by Access Specialties staffens
10. 21/12/20: the appliance was acceptance tested by career Type 5 Operators in Auckland to ensure it wasre

Auckland type 5 testers following the acceptance test:

ftorI -I
21/12/2020]a —EE TLL

*fly boom ladderfixedaEERy
“Watercurtainfixed

“Foot plates have been adjusted.

To be rectifieda
Wellington?

«The appliance is stillnotreliably returning to the correct ride heightafterthe aerial has been

used. It appearsifyou engage the PTO and then disengagewithoutusing the aerial the ride
height drops andre levels as expected. However, whenusingforlongerperiods the truck will

not re levelafterpack up.EERIEer Eryy AEe
* Ride height warning showing on dash, truck drivenforwardsandreverse aroundcarpark and

wouldn't return to correct ride height. Fixedproblem by turning truck onandoff.

11. 17/02/2021: Suspension issue noted via email to Region Fleet Coordinator. This was determinedto be
an airbag fault and picked up during an acceptance test conducted in Auckland by career Type 5reeso

“



12. 15/03/2023: emaifeo JENto Ave 16 ncicates that FEY849 i back onthe run softoday.
13. 15/03/2021: Level 1 investigation undertaken (#6709). The description of the incident was similar to

‘what occurred in 02/02/2022. The findings of this investigation included issues related to both theare eo
14. 21/03/2021: Hydraulic leak and subframe cracks: A hydraulic leak was found, and the vehicle was sentaiDeote ee onentalaihr Espahy
15. 30/03/2021: Bronto Australia were contacted regarding the cracks and provided drawings for a pre-

determined modification (for gussets to strengthen the frame and alleviate the cracking). When thearideminerers mtryodoe ———————_———— rm SLASto
be sent to Access Specialities (Auckland) who were better equipped to carry out the modification. There

wasa time delay due to awaiting the sourcingof the correct gradeofsteel, lasercutting andthen sendingia
16. 18/05/2021: FEYB49 sent to Access Specialities, (Auckland) to fit/weld in the gussets as per Bronto'spti
HeRSLL EIST SO SDSOEesawert

9/10" September.

18. 16/09/21: FEY849sentto Access Specialties for internal testing, due to suspension levelling issues.

19. 23/10/2021: Acceptance test of FEY849 conducted by Access Specialty staff and Aucklandcareer Type 5.

‘operators. This acceptance test was put in place to prevent the appliance being returned to Wellington,
failing a test, and then having to be sent back to Auckland. An email (see below) indicates that the

Auckland career Type 5 operators were not happy with the resultsof the testing undertaken.

lla—

On theadvicefrom crews inAucklandandsubsequently the users in Wellington weaskedforthe

repairs to be undertaken in Auckland withtheirservice agents before sendingit back. Wehadsimilar

experiencesofongoing reliability issuesafter 235 had undergone its mid-life refurbishment so were
keen to avoid that.

on
‘My understandingoftheairbag problem was the truck wouldnot reinflate its airbags after the aerial

had been housed and the PTO disengaged.Thefix Appears to be thattheAirbagsno longerdeflate

whentheaerialis engaged. Theair bags stay inflated at all times in road and aerial modes.Ifthis is

howthefixissupposed to work, then itworkedas expected and there were no occasions where theSIRE
a a

I noticedthefly boom extension ladder controls appear to be an afterthoughtanddo not operate off
thestandard Brontocontrolpanellike the Auckland type 6. Ifthis is an afterthought the controls stayEsi
ni

ws



While testing thejackingfunctions |foundoperationof al 4 jacksatoncecaused themotor to realy
struggleandwhenthe jack reachedthe endofthei trave the engine almoststalled. This seems very
unusual; |spoke to a WellingtonOperatoraboutit, andtheydon’t believe thatishowitoperated

whennewbut has been anissuefor thelastfew years. He also mentionedthe truck would really

strugglewithhillclimbsin Wellington,It wouldalmoststallinfirstgear.Not sure ifthisis afaultorif
highidle hasbeen settoloworwedon’t have enoughhorses underthebonnet

21. 16/12/2021; maifroNN>ovNE

+i
You're probablyaware that the Newtown Type 5 is back in Wellington and the crew are training
anit. Apartfromonerubber block thatcoulddowithreplacement (notasafety ssue nordoes t
affect the operation ofthe appliance, and we have action underway to replace, Im not aware of
anyotherissues with theappliance.OuraimistogettheType 5backintooperationalservice in

Newtownbefore Xmas, whichwillreleasetheType 4currentlyat Newtownsothatitcan be
available a a relief Type 4shouldanebe neededoverthe Xmasbreak.Wewouldlocate the Type
4 atLockheeduntiland ifits needed to be used as areliefat a stationeither in Wellington or
elsewhere.

This email is an example of the challenges of managing the inspection and maintenance of a highly
complicated itemofplant, with extensivesafety features and low tolerances, for both Service Delivery
and Fleet. The Fleet SME suggested that either damage or misalignment of these rubber blocks, or

replacement with a blockof a slightly different size, could cause negative loading’ofthe load cell over

time resulting in anintermittent fault.

22. 20 21/12/2021: Fault book records faults not affecting the aerial component.

23. 21/01/2022: Incident happened which resulted in Level 1 investigation (#9185), reported 07/02/2022)
due to boom failure, (the Bronto unit constantly monitors all boom systems, if it detects any variation

outsideof the manufactures operating parameters the boom will stop, and a fault will be logged in ts
system) movements of the boom were halted during a movement.Appliancefroze. Cage loading sensor

was showing an overload,withfour Firefighters and gear in the cage.Set forfive persons. The problem

occurred again with onytwo personnel in th cage. Mult button was used to deliver crew back to solid
ground. The outcomeof his investigation noted “the appliance reclibrated at workshopsby technician,

‘appearstobeworkingproperly,with few idiosyncrasies. Thesehavebeen pointedoutverbal,they
resultin a cage loading variation ofupto S0kg. We have requested written notice of thesefaults from
the Technician", on26/02JERRvoted: vestigation outcome inconclusive. Fait til occuring.
Recommendation that this faut is further investigated.

24. 25-27/01/2022:AccessSpecialities had beenwiththis truck on the 25-27 January 2022 to recalibrate the
cage load sensor as they believed at the time it was out of calibration and causing an issue. #9185 tates
‘that a verbal report was provided by Access Specialties that the aerial ‘appeared to be working properly,
with afew idiosyncrasies,they result in acageloading variationofupto50kg. The GM requested written
notice of these faults from Fleet to be provided by the Access Specialties Technician. (Subsequent work
done on 08/02/2022 following the Yule Street incident revealed that the load cell was malfunctioning
and needed replacing. This is a part that usually does not need replacing).

25. 01/02/2022: Fault book noted: Rubber mountunder cage deteriorated, needs replacing.

26. 01/02/2022: Fault book log of engine labouring: While raising the jack legs of FEY849 the engine was
labouring. This was captured on vdeo and subsequently given to the Fleet team and the Level 2

3



2. 08:145.45:02/02/202,Structure Fire at 91 Yale Street, Lyall Bay, caled inby GMEN

“
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Post incident: 

1. 08/02/22: Provisional Improvement Notice (PIN) and cease to work notice issued by the District Safety, 
Health and Wellbeing Representative against FEY849. Following the incident at 91 Yule Street, the Health 
and Safety Representative advised District Manager Pyatt in writing that they were issuing a PIN and 
Cease to Work notices against NEWT225 (FEY849). On 25 February Worksafe issued a letter to DCE Wood 
cancelling the PINs on the grounds that the Health and Safety Representative that lodged the PINs failed 
to consult with FENZ on this specific matter first.  

2. 08/02/22: Access Specialties and Fleet Representative completed further diagnostic work on FEY849. 
There was contact throughout the day with a Bronto Tech based in Australia. It was found that when the 
boom was housed in the transport position the cage was tilting slightly forward and the cage was hard 
down on the rubber buffers. (With the vehicle stationary this gave a minus 130Kg and minus 136Kg 
reading from the load cell). Bronto Australia said this was too much of a negative load on the load cell. 
There was also an intermittent fault with the load cell, with different readings in ‘hot’ and ‘cold’ states. 
The ‘amplifier card’ was ruled out. The conclusion of the investigative work on the aerial was that it was 
the load cell itself that has a changeable variance between cold and warm. Therefore, the load cell needs 
replacing. 

3. 09/02/22: Russell Wood, FENZ Deputy Chief Executive Organisational Capability and Strategic 
Development issued a statement regarding the reliability of the FENZ aerial Fleet.  

4. The National Fleet Team proceeded to investigate the fault on FEY849 following the Yule Street incident, 
decided on a remedial course of action and as a result replaced the load cell on the vehicle prior to the 
Level 2 Investigation Team having sighted the vehicle. The investigation team noted that although 
PMFT02 Repair and Maintenance of Vehicle Process (26/06/2018) exists there is no process documented 
for the impounding of a vehicle due to an incident or injury that may be notifiable to WorkSafe. 

5. 14/02/22: Fleet notified that a Level 2 investigation was proposed for the 02/02/2022 Yule Street 
incident. 

6. 02/03/22: The Level 2 Investigation Team gathered at Lockheed Martin and undertook some tests with 
FEY849. During these tests a worn nylon sensor block was identified which caused a boom sensor not to 
activate. The Fleet SME was also able to replicate the engine labouring fault that was mentioned on 
20/01/21 (see pre-Incident point 15) and again on 01/02/22 (see pre-incident point 28). 
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Documents reviewed 

Documents reviewed as part of the investigation process: 

• Report written by the NEWT225 OIC giving an account of events on the day of the incident. 

• AER2017 15977-N Fire and Emergency Level 2 Investigation Report 20th June 2017. 

• Fire and Emergency Safe at Work Incident Case Report #2409, 19th November 2019. 

• Fire and Emergency Safe at Work Incident Case Report #6709, 15th March 2021. 

• Fire and Emergency Safe at Work Incident Case Report #9185, 21st January 2022. 

• NZFS 2010 Scholarship Report “The Response & Tactical Deployment of Aerial Appliances”. 

• FENZ Procedure, FL7-Mu, Aerial appliance Service Checklist V4.0, 23rd February 2021. 

• AFAC Aerial Appliance Maintenance Guideline, V3 13th May 2021. 

• Fire and Emergency aerial strategy discussion document (July 2020). 

• FENZ Aerial strategy Review Discussion Document “Collated Feedback”, 9th August 2021. 

• FENZ Incident Report F3413110 (including the ICAD log). 

• Bronto Skylift F32 RLX User Manual. 

• FENZ Type 5 Bronto F32 RLX and F32 RLH Study Guide. 

• FENZ Policy FL4 Aerial Appliances 27th January 2022. 

• PMFT02 Repair and Maintenance of Vehicle Process, 26 June 2018. 

• AS 2550.10: Cranes, Hoists and Winches – Safe Use – Mobile Elevating Work Platforms. 

• AS/NZS 1418.10 Cranes, hoists and winches - Part 10: Mobile elevating work platforms: Amendment 
1:2017. 

• FEY849 Appliance Fault Book. 

• Area 16 Aerial appliance fault reporting Instruction 1st April 2014 

• WorkSafe (2014) Mobile Elevating Work Platforms Best Practice Guidelines 

 




